Abstract-Interference management techniques are critical to the performance of heterogeneous cellular networks, which will have dense and overlapping coverage areas, and experience high levels of interference. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is an attractive interference management technique due to its low complexity and overhead, and significant coverage improvement for low-percentile (cell-edge) users. Instead of relying on system simulations based on deterministic access point locations, this paper instead proposes an analytical model for evaluating Strict FFR and Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR) deployments based on the spatial Poisson point process. Our results both capture the nonuniformity of heterogeneous deployments and produce tractable expressions which can be used for system design with Strict FFR and SFR. We observe that the use of Strict FFR bands reserved for the users of each tier with the lowest average SINR provides the highest gains in terms of coverage and rate, while the use of SFR allows for more efficient use of shared spectrum between the tiers, while still mitigating much of the interference. Additionally, in the context of multi-tier networks with closed access in some tiers, the proposed framework shows the impact of cross-tier interference on closed access FFR, and informs the selection of key FFR parameters in open access.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ODERN cellular network deployments are currently transitioning from largely homogeneous (one-tier) voice-centric deployments to highly heterogeneous datacentric networks comprised of different classes (tiers) of access points [1] . These include operator-deployed macrocells, picocells and distributed antenna systems [2] - [4] , and home user-deployed femtocells [5] .
Performance analysis of these networks is much more involved than for a single-tier network because of the need to account for inter-cell and cross-tier interference and the nonuniformity of the access point deployments arising from both topographic and economic reasons. A further complication in heterogeneous network analysis arises from different user association policies. As a result, there is a need for new R. K. Ganti is with the Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Madras, India (e-mail: rganti@ee.iitm.ac.in).
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and general models for analyzing the important metrics of coverage and rate in the context of these multi-tier networks.
While prior work has relied on simulations based on deterministic models of AP locations, these have not led to general or tractable solutions. In this paper, instead, we model the AP locations as a Poisson point process (PPP) [6] - [8] . This modeling approach has been recently applied to the analysis of cellular networks due to the ability to derive tractable expressions for coverage and rate both for one-tier [9] and very recently, heterogeneous networks [10] - [12] .
A. Fractional Frequency Reuse
Faced with increased traffic demands in interference-limited cellular networks, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is an attractive strategy due to its low complexity of implementation and its significant gains for the bottom percentile of mobile users. Recently, FFR has been included in fourth generation (4G) wireless standards including WiMAX 2 (802.16m) and 3GPP-LTE since release 8 [13] . This work extends our novel analytical model of FFR in the downlink of a cellular network with a single-tier of base stations using the PPP model developed in [14] to a general multi-tier network with closed and open access between the tiers. This allows the development of tractable expressions for the SINR distributions to be derived as a function of the FFR parameters which can be utilized for the system design of these networks.
We will consider the two most common types of FFR: Strict FFR and Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR). Under Strict FFR, which extends the traditional frequency reuse used extensively in current cellular networks [15] , [16] , users in the interior of a cell are allocated a common subband of frequencies f c while at the cell-edge, users are allocated separate subbands partitioned across cells with a reuse factor of Δ. The left sub-figure in Fig. 1a illustrates potential Strict FFR allocations with Δ = 3 in which edge users are given frequency resources corresponding to subbands f 1 , f 2 , or f 3 . The primary advantage of Strict FFR is the significant reduction in interference for edge users, although there is a loss in spectral efficiency since each cell cannot fully utilize all Δ + 1 subbands [17] .
The right sub-figure in Fig. 1a illustrates the frequency and transmit power allocation for SFR. Edge users are allocated bandwidth subbands with a reuse factor of Δ, but the main difference vs. Strict FFR is that each cell utilizes all Δ subbands since interior users are allowed to share subbands with edge users in other cells. Because cell-edge users share the bandwidth with neighboring cells, their downlinks are Fig. 1 . a) Intra-tier Strict FFR and SFR subband and transmit power allocations. b) Inter-tier subband allocations. For simplicity of illustration the cell-edge frequency reuse factor for all tiers is set to Δ = 3.
typically transmitted with higher power levels in order to reduce the impact of the inter-cell interference [18] , [19] . To accomplish this, a transmit power control factor β ≥ 1 is introduced to create two different classes, P int = P and P edge = βP , where P int is the transmit power of the base station if user y is an interior user and P edge is the transmit power of the base station if user y is a cell-edge user. The increased interference for edge users under SFR is traded off for greater spectral utilization [20] .
B. Related Work
Early work on frequency partitioning for two-tier networks is found in [21] . Their proposed strategy maximizes the spectral efficiency for a minimum QoS requirement and the number of users per tier. They assume that the femtocells are given a separate frequency band from the macrocells, such that there is no cross-tier interference.
The authors in [22] consider an adaptive FFR strategy for mitigating inter-femtocell interference while keeping spectral efficiency as high as possible. They vary the size of FFR partitions and transmit power based on the amount of estimated interference. However they use a deterministic model for the femtocells inside of a single building and neglect macrocell or femtocell interference outside of the building. Very recent work in [23] considers a deterministic model analysis of the spectral efficiency of femtocells as a function of the femtocell's location in a two-tier network with base stations modeled as a hexagonal grid and femtocells uniformly deployed in each cell. They fix the macrocell FFR subband allocations and then consider the spectral efficiency of a femtocell as a function of its distance from the cell center.
Frequency partitioning between macrocells and femtocells is revisited in [24] . They propose a model where some subbands are reserved for only macrocell or femtocell users in addition to a common group of subbands, similar in concept to the proposed Strict FFR model. They also alternately consider partitioning in the time domain. They provide a large number of simulation results based on a deterministic model for the AP locations and motivate a dynamic partitioning based on measured interference levels by users in either tier.
The two primary user association policies for heterogeneous networks are closed access and open access. Under closed access, mobiles are restricted from connecting with certain tiers of access points based on system performance metrics or economic or legal factors in some cases [5] . Open access instead allows users to connect to APs of different tiers based on the association policy, which may be measured signalto-interference-ratio (SIR) or traffic load and can be used as an interference management technique [25] . The authors in [26] consider performance tradeoffs for closed and open femtocell networks. Their analysis uses stochastic geometry tools from [9] in order to derive SINR distributions for different deployment scenarios at the cell edge or interior and for varying femtocell densities. However their analysis is constrained to the interior of a single macrocell and does not consider the effect of inter-cell interference or the use of FFR on the SINR distributions.
C. Contributions
In this paper we present the following contributions. First, we extend the framework of [14] to evaluate the SINR distributions for users in a downlink K-tier network utilizing Strict FFR and SFR. We first consider closed access, which limits users to associate with APs in only one tier, with all the other tiers contributing interference. In addition, by considering a special case relevant to interference-limited networks, the analytical expressions for the SINR distributions reduce to simple expressions which are a function of the key FFR design parameters, allowing for clear, intuitive comparisons between the reuse strategies and insight into system design. Secondly, we propose a new framework for analyzing coverage for the open access downlink under Strict FFR and SFR in which users may associate with APs in more than one tier. Finally, we provide implications of the analysis to system design for closed and open access networks. The models allow for investigation of FFR parameter selection based on the densities, transmit powers, and resource allocation strategies of the tiers. In the next section, we provide a detailed description of the system model and our assumptions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an OFDMA cellular downlink with K-tiers of access points (APs). The locations of the access points are modeled as independent spatial Poisson point processes (PPP) [27] of density λ k with independence between the tiers. In other words, for a given PPP, the number of points in a bounded area is a Poisson-distributed random variable and those points are uniformly-distributed within the area. A realization of a three-tier network with Poisson distributed APs and Voronoi cell coverage regions based on a SINR threshold of 1 dB is given in Fig. 2 .
Without loss of generality, we assume a typical mobile user at the origin and compute the SINR for this typical mobile. We assume that the mobile user is served by only one tier at a time and by the closest AP of that tier, which is at a distance r k . Since the underlying APs are distributed as PPPs, it follows that r k is Rayleigh distributed [27] . We assume that all the access points of the k th tier transmit with an equal power P k . The path loss exponent is given by α, and σ 2 is the noise power. We assume that the small-scale fading between any interfering AP and the typical mobile in consideration, denoted by G z , is i.i.d exponentially distributed with mean μ (corresponds to Rayleigh fading). The set of interfering APs in the k th tier is Z k , i.e. access points that use the same subband as the mobile user. We denote the distance between the interfering AP and the mobile node in consideration by R z .
The associated signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) is given as
where for an interfering set of k th tier APs Z k ,
In the above expression, we have assumed that the nearest AP to the mobile in the k th tier is at a distance r k , which is a random variable. Also the fading between the nearest AP in consideration is denoted by g k .
With FFR, a mobile user first determines its SINR to the nearest AP of the k th tier and checks if it is less than the tier's FFR threshold T k . If so, then the user is classified as an edge user and the AP transmits its downlink on the reserved FFR band, randomly picked from Δ k subbands available. Otherwise we classify the mobile as an interior user. These classifications arise differently than prior work utilizing the typical grid model assumption which defines an interior radius [17] , since constant SINR contours can no longer be defined as concentric circles around the AP [28] . In fact the edge or interior user classifications does not necessarily have the same geographic interpretation for each cell. As noted in [7] , this consequence of the spatial PPP more closely reflects non-regular deployments and typically corresponds to a lower performance bound compared to the upper bound provided by the grid model.
To accommodate the difference between SFR and Strict FFR in terms of the use of power control, we introduce the design parameter β. Typical ranges for β are 0-20 dB [20] , [29] . On the edge subbands, this extra downlink power is applied by 1/Δ k of the base stations of each tier and the interference power is given by
consolidates the edge and interior downlinks into a single effective interference term.
III. COVERAGE PROBABILITY WITH CLOSED ACCESS
We initially consider coverage probability the downlink of a multi-tier network with closed access between the tiers. For example, in the context of a two-tier network with macrocells and underlaid femtocells, a mobile user connected to the macrocell may be in range of a femtocell, but is unable to connect to that femtocell, potentially resulting in cross-tier interference.
Coverage probability is the probability that a user's SINR is greater than a threshold T ,
equivalently the CCDF of the SINR for a particular reuse strategy, denoted asF (T ).
A. Single-tier Coverage with FFR
Our prior results in [14] take advantage of the framework recently developed in [9] utilizing the Poisson point process (PPP) model for base station locations. The authors of [9] determine expressions for the exact distribution of the typical mobile's SINR, with traditional per-cell frequency reuse for a single-tier of base stations. As a result, under reasonable assumptions for modern cellular networks, the results in [14] reduce to tractable expressions which provide insight into system design guidelines and the relative merits of Strict FFR and SFR, compared to universal reuse for a two-tier network with open access between tiers. Also in [14] , the shape and values of the distributions derived for Strict FFR and SFR are shown to be closer to results obtained using location data from an actual base station deployment than simulations utilizing the standard grid model. We now provide the distribution of SINR for cell-edge users with Strict FFR and SFR under closed access.
B. Multi-tier Coverage with Strict FFR
In the case of Strict FFR, we assume that inter-cell and cross-tier interference is present on the common subband allocated to all tiers, while the FFR subbands are reserved for edge users of each tier and do not experience cross-tier interference, only inter-cell interference thinned with a reuse factor of Δ k . Edge users of a given tier are those who have SINR less than the macrocell's FFR threshold T k on the common subband shared by all cells and are therefore selected by the reuse strategy to have a new subband allocated to them from the Δ k total available subbands reserved for the edge users.
Theorem 1 (Strict FFR, closed access, edge user): The coverage probability of a k th -tier edge user in a strict FFR system, assigned a FFR subband isF FFR,cl (k, T ) =
where
and
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A. An immediate observation of this framework is that it leads to expressions which are only a function of the relevant FFR design parameters. The intra-tier interference before and after FFR is applied are captured in the ξ(T, T k , α, Δ k ) and ρ(z, α) terms respectively, while the cross tier interference terms for each tier are expressed by ψ(z, α).
C. Multi-tier Coverage with SFR
We now consider the CCDF of the SINR for edge users with SFR. In this case all the subbands overlap with those of the other tiers since SFR makes use of the entire spectrum but allocates edge users with SINR below the FFR threshold a higher transmit power determined by the β parameter.
Theorem 2 (SFR, closed access, edge user):
The coverage probability of an SFR edge user whose initial SINR is less than T k is
is given by (5), and ψ(z, α), κ j,k and γ j,k are given by (8) .
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B. The expressions differ from Strict FFR both due to the effective SINR and FFR thresholds shaped by the power control factor β and effective interference power η respectively.
D. Model Evaluation
While all the coverage probability results hold for general α and σ 2 , we present a special case of α = 4 and σ 2 = 0, corresponding to an interference-limited urban cellular network [30] where FFR techniques are of special interest. Additionally, in this case the expressions reduce to a simple closedform, something that cannot be achieved with a deterministic model.
In the case of α = 4 and no noise, for Strict FFR, the CCDF is given as,
In the case of α = 4 and no noise, for SFR, the CCDF is given as, simulations based on the above parameters to highlight the accuracy of the mathematical model. We also see the improved coverage afforded to cell-edge users with FFR compared to universal frequency reuse. For Strict FFR, much of the gain results in the removal of both cross-tier interference and 1/Δ 1 of the intra-tier interference. SFR provides a lower coverage gain, but this can be mitigated by the use of higher β 1 , up to the theoretical maximum of β = ∞ which approaches Strict FFR coverage, however much lower values will more likely be used due to practical implementation constraints. Additionally when comparing Strict FFR and SFR one must take into account that more spectrum is available for SFR since each cell fully utilizes all subbands.
In Fig. 4 we consider the coverage probability of a typical third tier edge user. Even with a large reuse threshold of T 3 = 10 dB and β 3 = 8, due to the much lower transmit power and the even greater impact of cross-tier interference the relative coverage improvement of SFR is reduced compared to Fig. 3 . As with the first tier edge users, the Strict FFR coverage probability is the greatest due to the removal of the strong cross-tier interference.
Using similar techniques we can derive the distributions for interior users using this framework. Additionally, these results are also valid for α = 4, but the expressions no longer have the same simple closed-form. Instead they are integrals that can be evaluated using numerical techniques.
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY WITH OPEN ACCESS
In the following analysis of open access downlinks we make the following two assumptions, (i) that there are only two-tiers of access points, and (ii) we only consider the SIR, as the access metric, neglecting noise. While our general framework can accommodate an unlimited number of tiers and noise, making those assumptions greatly reduces the complexity of the expressions for the SIR distributions a either the common band of the nearest first or second tier AP. Let SIR 1 and SIR 2 denote the SIR at the typical mobile of the closest first and second tier AP respectively,
−α
Here r 1 denotes the distance of the mobile at the origin to the nearest first tier AP, and r 2 the distance to the nearest second tier AP. The interference caused by the first tier APs is denoted by I 1 , while I 2 is the interference caused by the second tier APs, excluding the closest one. If for a mobile user, SIR 1 < T 1 and SIR 2 < T 2 , then the mobile user is allocated a new FFR subband δ y , where δ ∈ {1, ..., Δ} with uniform probability 1 Δ and a new SIR given byŜ IR which is different under Strict FFR or SFR. The CCDF of the edge user SIR under open access is given bȳ
As we can see from (13) the analysis of the coverage probability is more complicated relative to closed access due to the inter-dependence of the terms SIR 1 and SIR 2 . For convenience of notation in the following Theorems we explicitly consider the first-tier edge user SIR. However, this can be extended to the second tier in a straightforward manner and we present results later for that case as well.
A. Strict FFR
First we consider the distribution of (13) for Strict FFR. Since the mobile user is allocated a different subband, it experiences new fading powerĝ 1 and out-of-cell interference P 1Î1 , which does not have cross-tier interference.
Theorem 3 (Strict FFR, open access, edge user):
The coverage probability of an edge user in a strict FFR system, assigned a FFR subband is (14) at the top of the next page. 
.
Proof:
The proof is given in Appendix C. Compared to the closed access results, the derivations are not nearly as clean due to the dependence of the user's SIR on r 1 and r 2 . The derivations require evaluating a double integral which does not have a closed form. In fact, the number of tiers under consideration determines the number of integrals which must be evaluated. Despite this, we can still obtain insight into the underlying nature of the distributions. Also, it is expected that most practical deployments would not have more than about three tiers even in dense environments, making this analysis practical through the use of numerical evaluation of the integrals.
B. SFR
As was the case for closed access, the SFR expressions differ from Strict FFR due to the power control factor and effective interference power. Additionally the full Δ-reuse of subbands with SFR results in cross-tier interference for the edge users as well as interior users. We now give the expression for coverage probability with open access and SFR based on the SIR in (13) .
Theorem 4 (SFR, open access, edge user):
The coverage probability of an SFR edge user whose initial SIR is less than T 1 and
2 )fd(r1,r2)dr1dr2
where f n (r 1 , r 2 ) =
and ρ a,b (z, α) given by (3) . Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D. The expressions have a similar form but differ from Strict FFR due to the effect of η and β on the SIR and FFR thresholds. As with Strict FFR, the derivations do not reduce as simply as closed access expressions due to the dependence of the user's SIR on r 1 and r 2 , but are still quickly computable with basic numerical methods. Fig. 5 shows the derived distributions for Strict FFR and SFR edge users for a two-tier network with λ 1 = 24 APs per 10km 2 , λ 2 = 5λ 1 , no noise, and α = 4 compared with MonteCarlo simulations. As with closed access, the curves match exactly. We also note that there is an upwards shift in the coverage probability curves, due to the impact of off-loading of users onto the secondary tier. With closed access, users whose SINR falls below the first tier FFR threshold T 1 = 1dB would be assigned a FFR band and may or may not be able to be covered due to interference or propagation challenges, however if their SINR to a second tier AP is greater than T 2 = 5dB, they are guaranteed coverage and affect the distribution of the users who utilize FFR.
C. Model Evaluation
In Fig. 6 we consider the coverage probability of a typical second tier edge user under open access. Due to the 20x lower transmit power and the impact of first tier users offloaded onto the second tier due to the 3dB difference in reuse thresholds, the curves have a different shape than those of Fig. 5 . In fact we see that for SFR, the coverage probability for SINR < −2 is slightly less than for no-reuse, while for Strict FFR coverage the removal of the strong cross-tier interference clearly is the most beneficial. The interdependence of the system design parameters and the selection of the FFR thresholds is further investigated in the following section.
V. SYSTEM DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
In this section we present several applications of the Strict FFR and SFR SINR and SIR distributions derived for closed and open access in Sections III and IV, which illustrate how they can be used to provide additional tools and insight for the system design of heterogeneous networks utilizing FFR. 
A. Average Edge User Rate
In modern cellular networks, the important metric of average achievable rate can be derived from the SINR statistics. In this section we illustrate how the coverage results derived in Sections III and IV can be straightforwardly extended to develop average edge user rate expressions under Strict FFR or SFR.
The average data rateτ = E [ln (1 + SINR)] is achieved by the users, assuming adaptive modulation and coding, and the expressions are given in terms of nats/Hz, where 1 bit = log e (2) nats. The average rate of an edge user is determined by integrating over the SINR distribution and fading. Due to the two-stage nature of FFR the SINR e of the edge user on the new subband is conditioned on the previous SINR i on the common subband. Thus we haveτ = E [ln (
where we use the fact that since the rate τ = ln(1 + SINR) is a positive random variable, the above expression we see that the derivation of these terms involves substituting e t−1 in place of the SINR threshold T and computing an additional integral.
B. Multi-tier Interference and Closed Access
We now consider a two-tier network with Strict FFR and closed access and show the connection between the density ratio of the tiers κ and the SINR distribution. Fig. 7 plots the distribution for edge users as an increasing function of κ, effectively increasing the density of second-tier APs. As κ increases we see in Fig. 7 that the SINR increases for first tier users. This is a consequence of the use of Strict FFR, since the FFR bands are reserved for only first tier users, any user moving from the common band to the FFR band will see a reduction in interference. As the interference from the second tier increases with κ, more and more first tier users have SINR below T 1 and since they cannot connect to the second tier due to the closed access constraint, they must be moved onto a FFR subband. The implication of this result is that the size of the partitions will need to be increased, which for Strict FFR, can cause the overall sum rate of the first tier APs to decrease due to the reduction in overall spectrum usage.
C. Open Access FFR Thresholds
In Fig. 8 the SFR edge user SIR CCDF is shown for different values of T 2 , the second-tier FFR threshold under open access. Decreasing T 2 increases the number of mobile users which can connect to that AP on the common subband. From Fig. 8 we see that this results in the overall increase of the SIR of the edge users. In other words, as T 2 increases, only the users with the worst SIR are given FFR subbands and they also are the users who can have the greatest benefit from the FFR subbands.
A related concept is called biasing, in which the access thresholds of the secondary APs are adjusted in order to increase the offload from a higher tier to a lower one [26] . The reasons for biasing may not be solely related to the ability of an AP to provide coverage for a user, but rather to reduce traffic for especially overloaded tiers. Our proposed framework can implicitly capture this effect in the design of T 1 and T 2 . By raising T 1 and lowering T 2 we can define a middle SIR range T Bias = T 1 − T 2 , wherein a desired percentage of users are offloaded.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work has presented a new tractable analytical framework for evaluating coverage probability in heterogeneous networks utilizing Strict FFR and SFR which captures the non-uniformity of these deployments and gives insight into the performance tradeoffs of those FFR strategies. The model presented in this work can be utilized as a foundation for performance analysis of heterogeneous networks utilizing dynamic FFR strategies for addressing changing channel conditions and user traffic in the network [31] - [33] . Tractable analysis will also assist system designers in determining optimal parameters and evaluating the performance of potential algorithms in nonuniform and multi-tier deployments.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF STRICT FFR, CLOSED ACCESS THEOREM
A user y connected to a kth tier AP with SINR k < T k is given a FFR subband δ y , where δ ∈ {1, ..., Δ k } with uniform probability 1 Δ k , and experiences new fading powerĝ k and outof-cell interference P kÎk , instead of g k and K j =k P j I j . The CCDF of the edge userF FFR,cl (k, T ) is now conditioned on its previous SINR. Using Bayes' rule we have,
Conditioning on r k , the distance to the nearest kth tier AP, which is Rayleigh distributed and focusing on the numerator of (16), sinceĝ k and g k are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with mean μ, gives
Factoring out terms dependent on the independent noise power σ 2 we observe that the expectation of the second term with respect toÎ k , I 1 , I 2 , ... , and I K is the joint Laplace transform L (ŝ k , s 1 , s 2 , ..., s K ) ofÎ k , I 1 , I 2 , . .., and I K given by E e (−ŝkÎk−skIk− K j =k sj Ij ) (see top of next page), where 1(δ y = δ z ) is an indicator function that takes the value 1 if base station z is transmitting to an edge user on the same subband δ as user y, and the third step arises from the independence of I k andÎ k with respect to I j =k . SinceĜ z and G z are also exponential random variables with mean μ, we can evaluate the above expression as
By using the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP [27] we obtain
Substituting for the integration variables s and deconditioning on r k , we have (17) where
Now we focus on the denominator of (16), using the independence of I 1 and I 2 ,...,I K we have (18) at the top of the next page.
The first term of the numerator represents the SINR on the newly allocated subband and we have
since the received interference is only from the first tier APs due to the closed access frequency allocation for edge users and is originally given in [9] . Thus plugging (17) and (18) back into (16) , and substituting (19) for the first term of the numerator and substituting r k 2 = v we have (4).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF SFR, CLOSED ACCESS THEOREM
A k th tier connected user y with SINR < T k is assigned a FFR subband δ y , where δ ∈ {1, ..., Δ k } with uniform probability
, and experiences new fading powerĝ k , transmit power β k P k , and out-of-cell interference K j=1 η j P jÎj . The CCDF of the edge userF SFR,cl (k, T ) is now conditioned on its previous SINR,F SFR,cl (k, T ) =
(20) Using Bayes' rule as in Theorem 1 and focusing on the resulting numerator, sinceĝ k and g k are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with mean μ, this gives
Now concentrating on the second term, factoring out terms corresponding to the independent noise power σ 2 , and conditioning on r k , we obtain the joint Laplace transform ofÎ 1 ,Î 2 , ...,Î K , and I 1 , I 2 , ..., I K given by
Using the same method as Theorem 1 and de-conditioning on r k we obtain (22) where
Using the same argument and analysis for the resulting denominator of (20) after Bayes' rule is applied we have
Finally, the first term of the numerator is given as
Thus plugging (22) , (23) , and (24) back into (20) and substituting r k 2 = v we have (9) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF STRICT FFR, OPEN ACCESS THEOREM
A user y with SIR 1 < T 1 when connected to the closest first-tier AP and SIR 2 < T 2 when connected to the closest second-tier AP is given a FFR subband δ y , where δ ∈ {1, ..., Δ 1 } with uniform probability 1 Δ1 , and experiences new fading powerĝ 1 and out-of-cell interference P 1Î1 . The CCDF of the edge userF FFR,op (T ) is now conditioned on its previous SIR and r 1 and r 2 , the distance to the nearest tier 1 and tier 2 AP respectively, given by
(25)
Using Bayes' rule and initially focusing on the denominator, the conditional term in (25) , and conditioning on g 2 gives 
where γ, 1 , and 2 are given by (3) . We observe that the expectation of (28) 
Finally, plugging (17) and (29) into (25) , and substituting (19) for the first term of the numerator by definition and r 1 2 = v we have (14) .
APPENDIX D PROOF OF SFR, OPEN ACCESS THEOREM
A user y with SIR 1 < T 1 and SIR 2 < T 2 given by (11) is allocated a FFR subband with uniform probability 1 Δ , and experiences new fading powerĝ 1 , transmit power βP 1 , and out-of-cell interferenceĪ = η 1 P 1 I 1 + η 2 P 2 I 2 . The CCDF of the edge userF SFR,op (T ) is now given by P βP 1ĝ1 r 1 Again, following the method of Theorem 3, we observe that the numerator of (31) is given by (33) . Thus plugging (33) and (32) back into (31) and substituting r 1 2 = v we have (15) .
